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Smooth Pan and Tilt monitoring

The camera head are rotatable with 349 ° pan and 84 ° tilt. You can 

control it through the app and get a sweeping view on every inch of 

the entire home. No details will ever go through them, even if they 

tried.



Clear Two-Way Audio

When video surveillance can't satisfy you, we offer you real-time 

two-way audio. The camera is built with a microphone and a 

speaker. So you can talk to your children via smartphone remotely 

whenever you want.



Your world in 1080P HD
See everything in beautiful color and super brightness with this HD camera. It helps to keep 

eyes close to your adorable children and pets. Everything done by this camera will be 

presented to you through smooth and wonderful videos.







Day and night monitoring

Equipped with high-performance infrared LEDs, this camera offers clear vision at 

night. And thanks to the intelligent IR-cut filter, day and night vision becomes sharp 

and vivid. Be confident that you'll always have reliable spy eyes.



Alarm activated by mail

In an attempt to make you stay concerned about all unexpected movements in your 

home. Motion detection works perfectly with the email alert function making sure 

you are always the first to get informed when something happens.



Real Plug and Play

This smart wireless camera has been designed with an easy 

configuration function for do-it-yourself installations. By supporting 

the one-button Wi-Fi connection function, no single network cable is 

needed throughout the network connection process.



Eye4 remote access, View online wherever possible.

Thanks to the convenient Eye4 technology, you can now view the live recordings whenever you want, 

just log in to Eye4 on the app account via your smartphone or tablet and start monitoring your home in 

no time.



Support up to 128 GB TF card box The TF card

slot allows you to insert a 128 GB TF card, which means you can save photos and videos for later 

viewing, and the large memory allows you to record anything you want without losing a moment.






